
Barriers to sport
A group of MPs say there has been little progress 

to tackling barriers to sport. Despite expenditure of 
£323,000,000 by Sport England each year since 2015, 
active adults only increased by 1.2% in the three years 
from November 2016. There was little improvement after 
the 2012 Olympics and no way of measuring any change 
since last year’s Commonwealth Games. Nearly 40% of 
16-64 year olds are failing to reach a target of 75 minutes 
of high intensity activity or twice that for moderate 
intensity each week.

Broken payment system
Since Serco have taken over charging for parking at 

Holme Pierrepont there has been a payment pillar on 
the north side of the regatta course. However, it does not 
work and is reputed never to have worked. Those with 
working phones are told they can pay by phone. Having 
been fined £60 for not paying at a faulty payment pillar 
in the Cotswold Water Park and hearing of others with 
similar experiences suggests reasonable behaviour by 
drivers is not enough.

Independent lifeboat association 
set up

There are some 50 independent lifeboat stations 
but I have long been concerned that they have not 
been getting the recognition and, thus, support they 
deserve (Nov 13, p25, Nov 22, p8). Recently a National 
Independent Lifeboat Association has been set up, which 
some 30 of the independents have already joined. On Jan 

10th a Westminster Hall debate looked at all the marine 
rescue services, including the National Coastwatch 
Institution (Nov 14, p40) but, particularly, the NILA. In 
fact it was hardly a debate as there was almost unanimous 
agreement among MPs in giving their full support to 
the rescue services. The transcript in Hansard makes 
welcome reading.

Clevedon’s notorious road layout
Clevedon Canoe Club were one of five seafront user 

bodies consulted by North Somerset Council during 
lockdown over their proposed new road layout along 
the front. Support for the change came from 750 people 
whereas 6,000 people signed a petition against it, a 
scheme which reduced parking from 64 spaces to 30 
and produced road markings unique to this location. 
The landlord of the Moon & Sixpence pub said ‘our 
business has fallen off a cliff ’ because customers cannot 
park anywhere near, either. Those that can find a 
parking space in the middle of the road, many of them 
pensioners, risk being mown down by two lanes of 
cyclists, some of them travelling at speed down a hill. 
People needing to collect or deliver canoes, sailing boats 
or gigs to or from the seafront clubs are faced with 
having to walk considerable distances with them. It does 
seem that people wanting to promote active exercise 
should not be trying to prevent it or restrict it to cycling 
and walking for the fit.

The value of boating in Scotland
The Economic Value of Boating Tourism in Scotland is the 

third edition of this study since 2015, looking primarily 
at the value of sailing. However, there is growing 
acceptance of a crossover from other sports, including 
kayaks, and promotion of shared facilities could be to the 
advantage of all. Such projects include:-

Stranraer Marina, where a £3,250,000 watersports 
centre near West Beach on Loch Ryan could deliver to a 
range of watersports.

Kintyre Sea Sports, a £2,500,000 proposal for a 
watersports centre at Campbelltown Harbour that could 
be a hub serving a number of different watersports.

Dressed down
Two women in an Australian surfing club have been 

reprimanded for taking their clothes off in their women’s 
changing room. New rules mean that they now have to 

Important women
The ICF are to review 

structures to encourage 
more women to take 
up influential positions 
within canoeing. This 
follows a trend within 
national canoeing 
bodies. Myriam Fox-
Jerusalmi, former world 
champion and coach of 
multiple slalom world 
champion daughter 
Jessica, is encouraging 
more women to take on 
sport leadership roles. 
On Sep 26/27th the 
ICF will run a Women 
Symposium in Dublin 
to consider a range of 
issues.

In early January the BBC showed a film clip by Andy Brooker of Shrewsbury 
paddlers playing on the River Severn at high level. Although not particularly 

unusual, the BBC recorded it as being the most watched piece of film on their 
national news website at the time.

Yarmouth RNLI lifeboat undertaking a search.
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The Big Portage is taking place to the new Canadian Canoe Museum in Peterborough. Moving 600 canoes and kayaks is an epic journey.


